



































































































































Statistical Interpretation of Entropy
Imagine a box containing a single atom on the left
side separated from a vacuum on the right by a

partition
Before we remove the partition
the probability of finding the
atom on the left half is 1007 or 1

If we remove the partition then the
atom can move freely between both
sides and the probability of finding
The atom on the left half is 50 or 0.5

If we do The same with 2 atoms then
as before the probability of finding both
atoms on the left is 100 or 1

Ater removing the partition the probability
of finding both on the left half is
25 or E I L

Now imagine N atoms on the leftBefore removing the partition the
probability that all N atoms are on
the left half is 100

SPONTANEOUS
PROCESS

After removing the partition the probability
that all N atoms are on the left half
is
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Allowed according to 1st law
but probability of occurring istoo low to ever happen
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For an ideal monatomic gas with N atoms the total
energy would be given by the sun of kinetic
energy of each atom N

Tota
Px t Py t Pai

2M

with each atom having its own unique position in the box
As you can imagine there are many different ways
to place all N atoms in the box and adjust their momenta
so their kinetic energies add up to F total
Each unique way we do this is called a micro state

Micro state state with unique set of atomic positionand momentum coordinates consistent with
the total energy

In contrast we also speak of macrostates i e

macro state state with unique macroscopic coordinatese g volume pressure etc all consistent
with the total energy

A macro state can arise from any microstate that
has the same macroscopic coordinates
For a given macro state the system can be in any
one of a very large number of possible microstates
Some macro States however can be realized with a
much higher number of microstates than other macrostates
The more microstates associated with a givenmacro state then the more probable is Thatmacro state

Macro state A macro state B macro state C

7

SystemVolume I box box V Vbox
System Energy EA EB Ec

microstates WCEa L W CEB L WCEe








































































































How do we count microstates

p n
Imagine a single atom with a given x

energy E That can only move along 2mEThe direction

It can have one of two possible c x

momenta values

E Jpn so p If 2mF V2ME
1

and can have any possible value of X

Any point on The blue lines is a possible state havingenergy E

If we specify an lower and upper limit of energies then the
blue line becomes a band and the area of both bands is
The number of States consistent with This range of energies

Next imagine the atom can move along x and y

spy This is a 4 dimensional space with
an X y Px and Py dimension

For a given energy E we want to
p count States consistent with

F Pin PI2n
Hard to visualize but equation describes a 4 D hypercylinder
Any point on This hypercylinder is a possible state w energy E

A 213 cross section taken at a given x y position will be a circle
With a lower upper energy limit the volume of this hypercylinderis the states consistent with this energy range



Imagine a N atoms with a given energy Eniac That can move freely in 3D

In this case we construct a 6N dimensional space where N atoms

Associated w the z th atom are 6 dimensions for Xi Yi Zi Ri Ri Pzi

Imagine a surface in this 6N dimensional space given by

Etta Px t Py t Pai
2M

Any point on This surface is a possible micro state w energy E

Et'zSE

µ E Joo o Jd3r d3rnd3p o ou d p

E ISE where d3r dxdydz
d3p dp dPydPzmicrostates

consistent with a
macro state of
given Energy E

For an ideal gas of N atons this evaluates to

W E B V N E3N
2

total
microstates a proportionality enemy

Constant Volume

At equilibrium The system will be in The macro state
with the largest number of microstates

You might be tempted to use W as our entropy functionbut this wouldn't work because we want our entropyfunction to be an extensive property
For a monatomic gas W increases by the power of N



To adapt w to be the entropy function we
take its logarithm

S Koen W microstates

proportionalithentropy constant

Boltzmann came up with approach in 1872 just
7 years after Clausius discovered entropy

Given the W expression for N atoms we obtain

S Ks l n B VE 312
N keen B t N k lnVE

q
increases linearly
with N

We can now calculate the entropy change
so extensive

associated with removing The partition from
The middle of The box

SU o
spontaneous SS
process

1
adiabatic
Wall
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IS NkslnV n NA ko en n R KB enVII
agrees with our

earlier result for ideal
gas vs ins dS day


